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For fox sake, it’s thyme for simple food safety.

No more stressful refrigeration failures, no more endless paper audits, now you can run your entire kitchen operations in one simple app.

From reducing food waste to dealing with technical failures, see how much our tools could save you.

Get started
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Food safety that never sleeps so you can dream big.





Watch full video
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Now entering safe mode.





Food safety doesn’t just happen. It takes foresight, watchful monitoring and the ability to take action. Phenium makes it easy, so you can stay a step ahead. Here’s how:
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Fridge and food sensors.



Easily installed monitoring equipment to keep track of all temperatures in your kitchen. A watched pot never spoils.
 Read more 
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Real-time alerts.



Mobile notifications tell when something is off with processes, machines or temperatures. Your team can take swift action and get back to work in no thyme.
 Read more 
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Predictive diagnostics.



Big data, alongside recommendations for optimizing your kitchen, giving you complete control and visibility over your operations.
 Read more 
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Reduced waste and risk.



Correct temperatures extend food and machine shelf life and real-time recall notifications improve accuracy and reduce cross contamination and the risk of illness and fines.
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Empowered teams.



Human-centered UX helps get food safety and logging tasks done, giving your staff the tools to spot and fix issues before they become problems.
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From to-do to ta-da!



Go paperless with our digital checklists, reports, logs and data sharing capabilities. Save time and avoid stress during those all-important health inspections.









Find out more
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Reduced waste and risk.



Correct temperatures extend food and machine shelf life and real-time recall notifications improve accuracy and reduce cross contamination and the risk of illness and fines.
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[image: food safety fridge optimization and food temperatures fridge icon]Fridge and food sensors.



Easily self-installed IoT smart sensors monitor fridge, freezer and holding temperatures so you can keep calm and curry on. A watched pot never spoils.
 Read more 



[image: food safety work processes and diagnostics checkmark icon]Real-time alerts.



Mobile notifications tell when something is off with processes, machines or temperatures. Your team can take swift action and get back to work in no thyme.
 Read more 
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AI-driven scoring of sensor data and gamification of safety processes gives you early warning when things aren’t working right. We mind your peas and queues.
 Read more 
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Reduced waste and risk.



Correct temperatures extend food and machine shelf life and real-time recall notifications improve accuracy and reduce cross contamination and the risk of illness and fines.
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Empowered teams.



Human-centered UX and motivating gamified processes help get food safety and logging tasks done, save time and give your staff the intel and tools to level up their own skills to spot and fix issues before they become problems.
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From to-do to tada!



Automated, blockchain-based data sharing, logs, checklists and compliance reporting drives trust and resource optimization between restaurants, insurers and health authorities without the need for time-consuming recordkeeping.





OK, I’m in!
















Phenium real-world use cases.
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Casino 
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Hotel 
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Restaurant 
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Restaurant group 
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Restaurant group 









Who’s already cool, calm and protected:
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“Often adopting new technology can be hard, but Phenium is really simple to use. We are benefitting from the instant positive effects of installing it. It saves us time, money and lets our staff focus on other, important aspects of running the kitchens.”


Michael Pace, General Manager, InterContinental Mark Hopkins
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“We need to make sure all of our systems and processes are in place and working effectively. With Phenium I can see a problem before it happens so I can get in front of it.”


Ross Wunderlich, Culinary Operations Manager, Souvla
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We’re kind of on a roll here.



Our team of food safety experts, designers, futurists, data-analysts, AI-specialists, developers, food and beverage professionals, researchers, copy-writers, UX specialists, behavioralists,  and engineers are excited. Our goal is to reduce food borne illness in the world by 50%. We have gotten to a nice start and we are ready to bring you a system that will make food safety simple for you.
 Lettuce do the worrying.
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Ready to get started?





Ready to optimize your business and help make the world a safer place? Getting set up is simple. We can install it or you can do it yourself and we’re ready when you are.




Thanks for your interest in Phenium. We've received your message and will be in touch shortly.
There was an error trying to send your message. Please try again later.



Join the pack
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Privacy Overview
				
This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience.
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 Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information.
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 Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your website.
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